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the company
Logans Original
Logans Originals was established as a wholesale manufacturer in Cape

mass produce any of our products - this ensures that every piece retains its

Town in 2002 with head offices in Johannesburg. We have since expanded

individual characteristics and its timeless illuminating innovation.

to become a boutique lighting solutions and supply company catering to the
local and export lighting market.

Our custom designs are created according to individual specifications and
requirements to suit any design theme within the design space. This guarantees

As manufacturers and suppliers of handcrafted and decorative light pieces,

exclusivity and the opportunity to personally engage in the creation of your

we service the retail, commercial, residential and hospitality industries. We

visual effect.

offer manufactured lighting on standard lines which are available to the public
through our lighting outlets on a wholesale basis and we custom design and
manufacture lighting from scratch.
We offer a complete lighting solution; from design, manufacturing, electrical
reticulation, switching and supply and our services are available to both small
and large-scale projects. With nearly a decade of experience in the industry
our creative and production team have a wealth of knowledge and expertise
that guarantees a one of a kind custom designed light piece.
Logans Originals is proud to be 100% South African. Many of our standard
design ranges are locally inspired by drawing from the environment, our culture
and ethnicity. Our creations are dedicated to the continual development of
unique ranges with an authentic local flavour. Logans Originals does not

We stand out from our competitors by being flexible in the design and
manufacture of our lighting products. We will make use of any materials
required, that work in a practical application to give our client the desired
finish. Our versatility ensures uniqueness of product.

Our Vision
As a solutions based company Logans Originals has re-directed its efforts to
branching into the interior design and hotel industry. Our custom designed
products allow the freedom to cater to the unique individual requirements and
needs of this industry and can successfully cater to both large and small scale
production. We specialise in both designer and functional lighting - allowing
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the clients to tailor-make products to their own specifications and environments
without the effort of sourcing manufacturers. Logans therefore offers an all-in-

Products

one option from concept through to delivery and/or installation.

We stand out from our competitors by being flexible in the design and

Due to the growing number of suppliers and the success Logans Originals

manufacture of our lighting products. We will make use of any materials

has received locally, we are setting our sights on further expanding in the

required, that work in a practical application to give our client the desired

international market. We have completed projects across the globe, including

finish. Materials used include glass, stainless steel, parchments, fabrics,

Canada, Sweden, Australia and parts of Africa such as Tanzania, Malawi

brass, ferrous and non-ferrous metals, silver and 24 carat gold leafing and

and Kenya. We are also focusing on extending the brand’s online presence

foils. We are proud to be 100% South African and our creations are dedicated

through initiatives with outside organisations such as ABSA HomeBuy, an

to the continual development of unique ranges.

online ‘shopping mall’ available to ABSA home loan clients.

Custom designs are available as standing, table, hanging, tower, wall and

Our Mission
We are committed to producing uniquely original hand crafted light pieces
that are made from the best quality materials. The environment remains one of
our top priorities and we endeavor to reduce all activities that may negatively
impact on it. As a solutions’ based company we are continually striving to
provide the best service and training that caters to all of our clients needs.

floor lights of any size. According to taste and application you may select
from a variety of sizes and variables, including stand design and material or
structure. Complementary designs and extended ranges are continuously
being developed.

Services
Logans Originals specialises in lighting solutions. Our service is not limited to
the production of lights and we set ourselves apart by providing an additional
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consulting service to our clients. We are able to do assessments and analysis

environmental management plan not only encompasses our manufacturing

on lighting solutions for industries across the board. Our services include

process and the products we produce, but extends to our suppliers and the

specification on the switching or reticulations requirements within a given

environmental impact that their products and materials have. The majority of

environment. We work in conjunction with architects, designers, electricians,

our suppliers have received ISO 14001 certification and we are continually

electrical engineers and the end-user to manage your lighting demands. From

sourcing new suppliers who follow environmentally friendly guidelines and

efficient power supply to placement of your electrical outlets, Logans Originals

principles. It is one of our major objectives to obtain full ISO 14001 and ISO

aims to extend the long term viability of your product. Our reputation for quality

9000 certification by the close of 2010.

and original work extends across Africa and Europe among distributors,
retailers and individuals.

BEE
Logans Originals is proud to be a Level 4 BEE Contributor in terms of the

All of our products are produced with the earth’s interest at heart. From
design through to the end product and packaging we work with materials
that have been, or have the potential to be, recycled. All of our excess biproducts including the leftover off cuts of steel, wood chips, glass and plastic
are recycled. Nothing is wasted or thrown away.

Department of Trade and Industry’s Codes of Good Practice and endeavors

The safety and health of our employees is paramount. Our mission is to achieve

to comply with all relevant BEE legislation.

and maintain the highest level of safety control in all areas of operation.

Safety, Health and Environment
Logans Originals strives to continually use, manufacture and produce
products that are eco-friendly and as environmentally safe as possible. Our
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Certifications and Awards
Logans Originals has been SABS (IEC 60 598 -2-4) certified since its
conception in 2002 with a class 2 wiring classification, which confirms that all
products are approved according to South African standards of quality. This
Act was transferred from the Regulatory Division of the South African Bureau
of Standards (SABS) including all the regulatory functions of the SABS to a
new statutory Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) institution namely, the
National Regulator for Compulsory Specifications (NRCS).
Logans Originals is the proud owner of a gold, two silver and a bronze award
for excellence at the SARCDA international design show in 2008. We are
continually striving to improve our products and designs to outshine all of our
competitors.
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Signature Projects
One of our signature projects, based in Malawi, included the provision of lighting solutions for 7 of the principle hotels in
the area. We worked in conjunction with the interior designers and the client to design and integrate the functionality of
lighting into the design space. With roughly 300 rooms in total, the hotels showcased over 1 500 lights with custom-made
products ranging from wall to pedestal lighting. The scope included the provision of over 62 000 components, which were
packaged per room for onsite assembly and installation. In addition we were the lighting and reticulation consultants on
the project. Whilst we were a supplier, the consulting element was for the transfer of our skills to the hotel group so that
they would be equipped for future projects. From the origination of the design through to the manufacturing and the final
shipment, the entire production was carefully project managed to ensure that the process was conducted at full efficiency
within the period to completion. The supply of lighting services to the Malawi project will continue well into 2010 and we
will ensure supply meets demand.

Conclusion:
Logans Originals is a company committed to supplying products and services of an uncompromising standard. We believe
in developing lights that are a signature of style and personality with a design flare that cannot be copied or recreated. Our
passion and commitment to the industry is what makes us specialists in lighting and lighting solutions.
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our green policy
Logans Originals strives to continually use, manufacture and produce products that are

be broken down and reused in some form or another. Excess waste products such as

eco-friendly and as environmentally safe as possible. Our environmental management plan

leftover off cuts of steel and wood chips are reused on site or sent to scrap yards to

encompasses our products and the manufacturing process and extends to our suppliers

be used at a later date. Similarly, any left over pieces of glass and plastic are melted

and the environmental impact of their products and materials.

down and, where possible, used again.

We have been approved by the National Regulator for Compulsory Specifications (NRCS), a

A further indication of our commitment to an eco-friendly product is the material used

regulatory body responsible for the administration of technical regulations and specifications

for packaging. All boxes used for the storage and transportation of our products are

based on standards that protect the environment, human health and safety. The NRCS

made from 100% recycled cardboard and can be reused a number of times.

enforces minimum standards for the energy efficiency of electrical apparatus.

Logans Originals is committed to continuously managing and improving our

Logans Originals endeavors to use suppliers that are ISO 14001 certified and we continually

environmental performance and we aim to reduce all environmental impact as much

source new suppliers who follow environmentally friendly guidelines and principles. The ISO

as possible.

14001 certification refers to the implementation of an Environmental Management System
(EMS) that monitors and controls the environmental impact of a suppliers products and
services. Our suppliers are as committed to the environment as we are and emphasis is

ISO 14001 Specification

placed on offering high quality products with the lowest possible impact on the environment.

The ISO 14001 specifies the requirements for an environmental management system to

It is standard practice to only use stock items with the CE mark of approval. This mark

enable an organization to develop and implement a policy and objectives which take into

certifies that the products meet the European Union’s standards for consumer safety, health

account legal requirements and other requirements to which the organization subscribes,

and environment.

and information about significant environmental aspects.

As manufacturers, we place top priority on environmentally safe processes.

It is an environmental management standard that specifies a set of environmental management

This includes the sourcing of materials, the manufacturing process and finally how recyclable
our end product is. Should the end user choose to dispose of the product, all elements can

requirements for environmental management systems. The purpose of this standard is to
help all types of organizations to protect the environment, to prevent pollution, and to improve
their environmental performance.
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original creation

Birds Nest
Conceptualising and fabrication of a unique light to resemble a bird’s nest
using metal wire intertwined and interwoven illuminated by small G9 bulbs.

“Now you will come to understand why we at Logans Originals believe that quality is original”
‘Lighting Solutions for your style’

original creation

Pinotage
Client brief was to use lighting as a theme piece for a
wine bar. We created a visual identity in the form of a
lighting source using cut-outs into a mirror steel frame
in bright illuminant colours.
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original creation

Titanic Chandelier
African chandelier created with an elegant 1920 style; fabricated in glass and
silver with crystal finishes to illuminate a banquet and dining room.
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promotional design

Distell
Creating a lighting design which symbolises the client’s
corporate identity of a ‘tree’; our brief was to use natural
products where possible. We incorporated natural metals as
the base product with a twist of modern to fit in with the
launch of Distell.
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